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1. Background: 

❖ DNA base modifications:

➢ Play critical roles in various biological processes1

➢ Base modifications have been found to contribute to disease genes in various human diseases 

❖ Existing methods for detecting DNA modifications with short-read sequencing

➢ Bisulfate-conversion or antibody-based techniques

➢ Have inherent limitations to detect DNA modifications2

❖ Feasibility of Nanopore sequencing in DNA modification detection

➢ NanoMod3, nanoraw4, Tombo5, DeepMod6, Nanopolish1, and DeepSignal7

➢ The performance and/or running speed needs improvement 

❖ Detection of DNA replications

➢ DNA replication is a fundamental requirement for cell proliferation and DNA repair

➢ No single method can identify the location/direction/speed of replication forks with high resolution

➢ Now detect DNA base analogs via Nanopore sequencing (Replipore sequencing8)

➢ Computational methods are under-developed

2. Framework of ModTools:

ModTools contains three modules implemented by C++, and two of them are improved detection of 

DNA modifications, while the last module is to detect DNA replication origins. 

❖ 1. NanoMod module: 

➢ Input: Nanopore signals between positive-control sample with modified bases and negative-

control sample without any modification

➢ Improvement: better base detection with rapid detection

➢ Output: Genome-wide modification profile in a BED format

❖ 2. DeepMod module: 

➢ Input: Nanopore signals from a test sample

➢ Improvement: better base detection with rapid detection

➢ Output: Genome-wide modification profile for each position of interest

❖ 3. Detection module of DNA replications: 

➢ Input: Genome-wide modification profile or the output of the first 2 modules

➢ Output: A list of detected DNA replication origins

3. Results:
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4. Conclusion:
Our evaluation suggests that

➢ ModTools can detect both DNA modifications and replications.

➢ ModTools is faster and more accurate than existing tools.

➢ Has great potential to speed up genome-scale analysis of DNA

modification and replications.
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❖ Modification detection via sample comparison

➢ Process

✓ 1. Annotate signals to basecalled sequence

✓ 2. Anchor signals to reference sequence based on 

alignment

✓ 3. Local realignment to improve signal anchoring

✓ 4. Use Kolmogorov–Smirnov distance to determine signal 

difference from modified samples and unmodified samples

➢ Datasets for evaluation

✓ 3 modified samples and 1 unmodified samples

✓ IdU/CIdU analogs at a know position (3072)

✓ BrdU analogs for all T positions between 3046 and 3105 

➢ Evaluation

✓ The modified positions are always ranked in top 1st as 

shown in Figure 1.

❖ Modification detection via deep learning

➢ Process

✓ Consider all thymidine in negative control to be unmodified and thymidine 

in positive to be modified

✓ Train deep learning framework on negative control and 91% positive control 

in Table 1

✓ Retrain the model after considering 5% long reads with lowest prediction 

modifications in 91% positive control as unmodified

➢ Datasets for evaluation

✓ Tested on 13 datasets in Table 1 with different BrdU percentages.

➢ Evaluation:

✓ ModTools is able to more accurately estimate modifications

❖ Replication detection

➢ Given a genome-wide modification profile

✓ 1. Get 75% quantile modification percentage for a fixed 

region size (100bp)

✓ 2. Calculate Pearson correlation in 8kb region

✓ 3. Call peaks based on Pearson correlation as shown in 

Figure 2.

➢ Evaluated on 4 datasets as shown in Table 2.

OriDB11 origins: 410 confirmed, 216 likely and 203 dubious replication origins.

Figure 1. Performance of  
modification detection via 
sample comparison on IdU
sample (A) and BrdU
sample (B). (C) Signal 
distribution of 5 bases 
centered ref 3072. z: KS 
distance; comb_z: combined 
distance in a 5-mer region.
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Figure 2. Performance of  the 
detection of DNA replication 
origins for Chr5 of yeast.

X: refence position
Y: predicted modification percentage
Green rectangle: confirmed origins
Blue rectangle: Likely origins
Red rectangle: Dubious origins
Squares in black: predicted origins

Table 2. Performance of  
the detection of DNA 
replication origins 
compared against OriDB.

Table 1. Modification 
detection on 7 datasets 
generated by Fork-seq9

and 6 datasets produced 
by DNAScent10, together 
with the statistics of 
each datasets. 

R9.4/5 is for Nanopore 
flowcell versions.
Neg: a thymidine-only 
control without thymidine 
modification.
Percentage (%): the total 
BrdU contents determined 
by mass spectrometry.
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Advantage: without training process 
Disadvantage: need unmodified samples

Advantage: only need modified samples for detection 
Disadvantage: Train for a modification type
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